GT450 GenIIR
Stop Gap
Instructions
The sections below are
changes/additions to what you
will find in the GT450 GenI
instructions that are linked in the
website.
In some cases, old GenI pics will be used (to
get these done as fast as possible). In these
situations it’s because the GenII is identical
inexecution. The GenI and GenII manifolds
are nearly identical aside from the GenII
being split into two parts. So almost
everything is going to be the same.
These are pretty rough. Sorry.

Section 2
Prepping Car For
Manifold Installation
This section will guide you through the steps that need to be done before the
manifold is put on the motor.
The heater hoses (the ones that go through the firewall) need to be modified
so they will run under the manifold correctly.
Step 2-1
Disconnect both heater hoses from the fire wall. These fittings SUCK! There
are two tabs that need to be depressed while simultaneously pulling (but not
hard) on the fitting. This is best done with two people and a couple of pics or
really small screwdrivers.
Step 2-2
Remove the factory hose from the fittings/connectors that clip to the fittings
sticking out of the firewall. You will be re-using the fittings.
You will need to cut the “foil” that holds the hose on the fittings. We did this
with a small pair of diagonal cutters (dikes). The metal is soft. You can clip
right through it. Once the “foil” has been removed either pull or cut off the
hoses. You will be left with the two fittings which have hose barbs under
there.
Red arrows denote “foil” that needs to be cut off.

Step 2-3
Install the supplied 5/8” and 3/4" hose (the short sections) on the fittings
and clamp them with the supplied worm clamps.
Step 2-4
Re-connect the upper heater hose back to the firewall fitting and clock it at
about “4:30” so it runs down the DS of the lower fitting. See pic below.

Step 2-5
Run the 5/8 heater hose so it will reach and attach to the fitting coming out
of the motor on the back side of the water pump. Use a worm clamp. You
want that hose section in the “valley” of the motor so it will clear the bottom
of the pan on the manifold. See Pic Below. Ignore the jumped in section and
the additional hose clamps below. That is the old GenI way of doing it. You
will have one continuous piece of hose.

Step 2-6
Run the 3/4 heater hose so it will reach and attach to the fitting coming out
of the bottom/front of the manifold. You want that hose section in the
“valley” of the motor so it will clear the bottom of the pan on the manifold.
See Pic Below. Ignore the jumped in section and the additional hose clamps
below. That is the old GenI way of doing it. You will have one continuous
piece of hose.

Step 2-7
Find the pigtail that connected the Cylinder Head Temp Sender (which will
now technically be a water temp sender) to the wiring harness behind the PS
cylinder head. Extend the pigtail 10in by splicing in more wire so it will reach
the new location of the temp sender at the front/bottom of the manifold.
Plug the extended pigtail back in at the connector located at the rear of the
PS cylinder head (where you unplugged it). Run the pigtail down the valley
of the motor and drape it over the front of the block so you can get to it
once the manifold is on. See pic below.

Step 2-8
Using a grinder/Dremel/file/etc shave down the bolt heads that bolt the
knock sensors to the block. You want to shave about 50% of the head off to
provide as much clearance as possible for the pan on the bottom of the
intake. If for some very rare reason something were to get in between the
knock sensor bolt and the pan which caused them to contact the ECU will
pull ignition timing which will hurt HP. This step is not rocket science, just
grind the heads down until you have just enough left to get a wrench on
them in case you have to remove them some day. See knock sensor bolt
location in pic below.

Step 2-9
Using a grinder/Dremel/file/hack saw etc (we used a hack saw) shave the
edge off of the front DS cylinder head by the water passage for manifold pan
clearance. We did a horrible hack of this step. The head in the pic is trashed
and can’t be used for anything so we didn’t spend any time making it pretty.
You should do a nicer job than we did. The pictures are good for showing
how much to remove. But don’t use them as a ‘quality template”.
Like the step before this is not rocket science. Your goal is to remove
enough material so the manifold will sit flat on the heads. The pics below will
give you a good idea what you want to accomplish. At the end of the day as
long as the manifold will sit flat on the cylinder heads and you can line the
bolt holes up you removed enough material. Please note that in the pictures
below the ports in the cylinder head are not sealed up like they should be
(the heads in the pic are “scrap” test units). You DO NOT want any shavings
in there. See pics below.

Section 3
Prepping Manifold
This section will walk you through the steps that need to be completed to
the manifold before it is installed on the motor.
Step 3-1
Unpack manifold and remove duct tape. Inspect all ports to ensure that
there is no debris in them (and make sure you don’t get any in later too).

Thermostat And Water Neck
Step 3-2
Remove the coolant block lid by removing the bolts noted by the green
arrows. DO NOT LOOSEN the bolts noted with the red arrows.
You will not have the coolant block on the motor or the water neck on yet
like the picture below.

Step 3-3
Install a 2007-2010 thermostat in the drivers side of the coolant block with
the “pointy” end facing up (the only way it will go in). You will note that the
coolant block lid has three spacers sticking out of the bottom (not pictured).
Those hold the T stat in place so it works. If you loosened the bolts up that
hold those spacers in by accident, they need to be re-sealed with RTV and
tightened down. See pics below for T stat orientation.
There is no O-ring under or above the T stat

Step 3-4
Put a small dab of RTV on the O ring where it meets itself in the channel. It’s
probably not needed, but it sure won’t hurt.
Put the coolant block lid back on. The bolts don’t need to be super tight. Just
tighten them down enough to compress the O ring. The lid is actually held
on “tight” when you install it on the motor with the M6 bolts that go through
to the heads.

Step 3-5
Using a 2007-2010 OEM water neck and water neck O-ring install the water
neck on the coolant block. Don’t forget to lube the O-ring first. Fasten the
water neck to the coolant block through the front bolt hole using the
supplied M6x35 SHCS and washer. DO NOT tighten the bolt down any harder
than finger tight. You will tighten it down all the way after you put the
manifold on. See pics below.

Intercooler Fittings
We do not have pictures of the fitting install (we need someone to take
them). We just started using these nicer/easier fittings. So the following
instructions will be sans pictures. But they are super easy and you can’t do it
wrong.
It does not matter which port you use as the input/output. The water can
flow through the IC either direction.
Step 3-7
Flip the manifold upside down so you can get to the threaded holes in the
intercooler easier. See pic below.

Step 3-8
Using the following fittings:
•

-20AN O ring to -12AN (or if you’re running bigger lines than 3/4" the
corresponding AN size) x2. Lube the O rings.

Install the fittings into the intercooler ports. You don’t need to reef these
down. All you need to do is compress the o rings.

O-Rings/Gaskets
You will be re-using your OEM gaskets. When re-using O-Rings be sure to
clean them first (dish soap works fine) then lube them appropriately.
Step 3-9
Locate your 07-10 blue “triangular” shaped O-Ring. If you have a 07-10 car
it will be in the stock coolant crossover. If you have a 05-06 car you bought
one. If the O-Ring has a locating tab (about 1/8” long) sticking out of it that
does not match up with the manifold cut the tab off with a razor blade. Put
O-Ring in the matching groove located on the bottom of the manifold. See
pic below.

Step 3-10
Locate your 05-09 green “oval” shaped intake port O-Rings (8 of them). If
you have a 05-09 car they will be in the bottom of your stock intake
manifold. If you have a 2010 car you bought them. The O-Rings have
locating tabs on them that need to be trimmed with a razor blade. Lube Orings. Install all 8 O-Rings in their matching grooves in the bottom of the
intake manifold. See pics below (there is only a pic for one side, just do the
same thing on the other one).

Step 3-11
Use the OEM passenger side O ring. And put it in the passenger side bottom
of the coolant block. Not pictured

Temperature Sender And Heater Hose Fitting
Step 3-12
Re-use the Cylinder Head Temperature sender that you removed from the
PS cylinder head during the disassembly process. See pic of sender below.

Step 3-13
Screw temp sender into it’s new location in the bottom/front of the coolant
block. Use Teflon Pipe Dope on the threads and sealing surface. Tighten to
79in.lbs. (about 7ft.lbs.). These sensors are very delicate, be careful! See
pic below for location.

Step 3-14
Screw the 1/2NPT-3/4 Barb fitting into its new location in the bottom/front
of the coolant block. Use Teflon Pipe Dope on the threads. See pic below for
location.

Section 4
Installing Manifold
This section will walk you through the steps that need to be completed to
install the manifold and coolant block on the motor.
Step 4-1
Remove the composite coolant block/manifold spacers from the manifold.
They’re zip tied on there. Don’t lose them!
Step 4-2
Thoroughly clean all surfaces where the manifold interfaces with the motor.
Depending on how many miles are on your car you may have some
oxidation on the cylinder heads around the intake ports. There are lots of
ways of cleaning everything up but Brake Parts Cleaner and a Scotch Brite
pad probably work the best. Keep in mind these mounting surfaces are
where all of the O-rings on the bottom of the manifold seal too. A good seal
is very important, this is not a step to do anything less than 100%. “Plug”
the intake and cooling ports with paper towel, rags, etc and get cleaning.
Step 4-3
Make sure all O-rings are lubed correctly
Step 4-4
Test fit manifold on motor to ensure that it sits flat on the cylinder heads,
the IC fittings clear, bolt holes line up, etc. If it doesn’t fit figure out what is
preventing it from fitting and fix it. You may find you need to file the driver’s
side cylinder head a little more. If it fits you can leave the manifold in place.
Step 4-5
Using 8 of the supplied M6x90 SHCS’s and washers Line up the manifold and
run the bolts in a little bit. Leave the manifold “loose”. Bolt locations in
green.

Step 4-6
Using 4 supplied M6x90 SHCS’s and washers along with 1 M6x100 SHCS and
washer install the coolant block on the motor. Leave “loose”. M6x90’s in
green, M6x100 in blue pictured below.

Step 4-7
Hook up the heater hose you made and the temperature sender pigtail you
extended at the front of the manifold. It is easier to hook them up if you lift
the front of the manifold a little and put a roll of paper towel, a clean rag,
etc between the manifold and cylinder head(s). See pic below.

Step 4-8
Sneak the composite coolant block/manifold spacers in between the coolant
block and manifold (this is why you left everything loose). See pics below for
locations.

Step 4-9
Torque down manifold.
Starting from the center of the manifold and working your way out toward
the ends in a criss cross pattern (kind of like you would a wheel) torque the
M6 bolts that you just installed in three steps.
These torque numbers are in INCH POUNDS (in/lb), not foot pounds (ft/lb).
If you tighten them down in ft/lb you will pull the threads out of your
cylinder heads and will not be happy. For quick reference there are 12 in/lb
in 1 ft/lb. If you have a torque wrench that goes down to lets say 20 ft/lb it
will be “too big”. The manifold can be torqued down without using a in/lb
torque wrench, but it is not for the inexperienced or faint of heart.
First step- 25 inch pounds
Second step- 50 inch pounds
Third step- 79 in/lb
After the third step it is not a bad idea to go back through each fastener at
79 in/lb to make sure they are all torqued down correctly. As you tighten
them down the others tend to loosen up if you don’t “chase” it a few times.
As you’re torqueing the fasteners down don’t forget the water neck front
bolt. Take care to make sure you’re torqueing the water neck down evenly.
If you don’t you could break it. Short version, “sneak up on it”.

Brief Notes For Future Steps
-You don’t need to put RTV on the blower bolts like the GenI.
-The GenIIR only has provisions for running 3v fuel rails and GT500 length
injectors.
-If you got the 110mm JLT CAI option you don’t have to do as much “fab” on
the hose that runs from the PS valve cover to the CAI. The JLT 110 was set
up just for GT450 kits with a 3/8” fitting on the CAI. You can simply run 3/8”
hose there. No need to gauge it up to 5/8” at the CAI.
-See the new updated Frankentensioner instructions on the site. Not the
ones embedded in the GenI manifold instructions.
-If you got a Phase III kit you were supplied with a new Roush intercooler
de-gas tank. It goes between the radiator de-gas tank and the power
steering res (pictured). It’s not the exact one in the pic though. You will be
drilling two holes in your radiator shroud and using the supplied fasteners to
secure it.
Well, I think that’s it. Except for what I forgot.

